CLUB PROGRAM
Shoreline Police

A N T I - A U TO
T HEFT
P RO G R A M
STEERING WHEEL LOCK
“CLUB” TWIN HOOKS

Shoreline Police

The Steering Wheel Lock, or “Club”,
fits cars, trucks and SUV’s. They are
available at both Storefront offices:
$15
(check or money order only)

Shoreline Police
Westside Storefront
624 NW Richmond Beach Road
(206) 546-3636

The more protected your vehicle is,
the more difficult it is to steal.
Devices have solid steel hooks for greater
security. Cro-moly steel construction

Shoreline Police
Eastside Storefront
521 NE 165 Street
(206) 363-8424

resists sawing, prying, and hammering.

Auto Theft “Task Force” devices from Winner Interna-

Put the Brakes on Vehicle Theft

tional/The Club, 32 West State St., Sharon, PA 16146
Updated January 2009

Protection...

DO THE MATH
Auto Theft Stat’s
An auto theft occurs about every 26 seconds

COMMON SENSE
These are simple and don’t cost you a thing:
Lock Your Doors
Remove your keys from the ignition

VEHICLE IMMOBILIZER
Thieves can bypass your ignition by
“hotwiring” a vehicle. You can put the heat
on the car thieves by installing or utilizing a
vehicle immobilizer system.

in the United States. Add it up and that’s 1.2

Close your windows completely

million vehicles each year that wind up in the

Park in well-lit areas

must be present to start the vehicle

Remove valuables, packages and mail

Fuse cut-offs

hands of thieves.
The math doesn’t get any better when you
consider how much this

from view

costs all of us.

VISIBLE

38% of the cars stolen in

OR

Shoreline in 2005

We find vehicle alarms annoying when they go

had been left unlocked.

off. Even better, so do car thieves...and they

LOCK YOUR DOORS

attractive to a thief. There are some simple
common sense steps and other protective
measures that can help us reduce auto theft

Kill switches
Starter, ignition and fuel disablers

AUDIBLE DEVICE
TRACKING SYSTEM

avoid autos with alarms or anti-theft devices!

Tracking systems emit a signal to police or a

Consider adding a visible or audible anti-theft

monitoring service when the vehicle is re-

device to your vehicle.

ported stolen. If your vehicle has a tracking

Audible alarm system
Take steps to make your vehicle less

Smart keys with computer chips that

Steering wheel locks
Steering column collars
Theft deterrent decals
Wheel locks

and prevent you from becoming a victim.
Window etching

system and is stolen, it can often be recovered faster and with less damage. Put your
vehicle on the radar screen by installing a
tracking device.

